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ACOUSTIC RADIATION FROM A
SEMI-INFINITE ANNULAR DUCT
IN A UNIFORM SUBSONIC MEAN FLOW
S. W. RIENSTRA
National Aerospace Laboratory N L R , Amsterdam, The Netherlands
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By using a Wiener-Hopf approach, an analytical description is derived of the scattered
field of a harmonic sound wave coming out of an open ended annular duct (a semi-infinite
cylinder inside of which, coaxially, is a doubly infinite hub), submerged in a subsonic,
coaxial, uniform mean flow. The possibility of vortex shedding from the pipe exit edge is
included. Explicit expressions are given for the acoustic power inside the pipe, in the
acoustic far field and, in the presence of vortex shedding, in the hydrodynamic far field,
and of the power absorbed by the vortex sheet. The formulae are evaluated numerically
with the aid of asymptotic expansions, and a method in which complex contour deformation
is used, which is more convenient than those usually employed for this type of diffraction
problem. The equality of power appeared to be an important check on the calculations.
A numerical survey is made of the behaviour of the acoustic power loss, due to vortex
shedding from the trailing edge, at frequencies near cut-off, as a function of Mach number,
mode number of the incident wave, and hub radius. The power loss appears to increase
with increasing Mach number, increasing hub radius and with decreasing frequency. Only
in the case of the plane wave (where k + 0) does the ratio of radiated and transmitted
power become zero; for the other modes (at their cut-off frequencies) this ratio tends to
a finite value. Son~ewhatsurprising is that, in comparison with the jet, the power loss in
a uniform flow is much higher. As a typical example for higher frequencies, the far field
radiation pattern of a k = 50, m = 4 wave is considered as a function of the Kutta condition
and hub radius.

1. INTRODUCTION

:

Sound propagation in cylindrical, infinite ducts is a classical problem of acoustics, which
has for long been solved mathematically as an eigenvalue problem (see, e.g., the book
by Rayleigh [l], section 18.340). The related problem of reflection at and radiation
from an open end (without flange) is much more difficult, and has been solved with the
aid of the Wiener-Hopf technique, most appropriate for this type of half-range diffraction
problems, by Levine and Schwinger [2]. For the aeronautical application of a jet engine,
the problem of sound radiation from a semi-infinite pipe in a uniform subsonic flow,
coaxial with the pipe, is of interest. If the medium flows into the pipe, the acoustic field
is continuous everywhere, and, after a Lorentz-transformation, one can effectively use
the no-flow solution, but if the flow is directed out of the pipe, the acoustic field sheds
from the trailing edge a vortex sheet, which has to be included in the solution. This was
shown by Carrier [3], and elaborated by Munt [4], who also showed the significance of
the vortex sheet for the acoustic far field. Although vorticity is quiet on its own, it induces,
when moving near a solid body, pressure variations on this body, which develop as sound
radiating away [5]. To include a jet engine inlet of annular shape, Friedrich [6] considered
the problem of sound reflection and radiation from an annular duct (a semi-infinite pipe
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inside of which is a doubly infinite hub) with uniform inlet flow, thus without considering
the shedding of vorticity.
In what follows here these analyses are combined to provide a comprehensive description of the sound field within and radiating out of an annular duct, including the limit of
the hub diameter tending to zero, with a uniform subsonic mean flow, into or out of the
pipe, and with a variable edge condition (i.e., .the rate of vortex shedding is a free
parameter). Particular attention is given to the acoustic energy balance, and its relation
to the hydrodynamic field of the shed vorticity. In addition, a method is described, based
on complex contour deformation, for evaluating the analytical formulae numerically more
easily than has usually been presented in the literature. This method is particularly
profitable at high frequencies.
A further improvement to model an aero-engine exhaust flow (which is not developed
here) is a uniform jet separated from an ambient flow by a stationary (non-acoustic)
vortex sheet [7]. Here also the scattering acoustic wave sheds vorticity from the edge
(additional to the mean flow vortex sheet), but now triggering a Helmholtz instability of
the mean flow. Another step along these lines would be a semi-infinite hub, possibly from
which is issuing an inner jet. This problem can be written as a generalized Wiener-Hopf
equation, but is much more difficult to solve than the one considered here.
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

An inviscid fluid with density p,*, pressure p,* and sound speed c,* flows in (X*,r*, 8 )
space with uniform subsonic velocity U,*, in the positive X* direction if U,* is positive,
along a semi-infinite pipe, located at X*< 0 and r* = b*, inside of which is a doubly infinite
hub, located at r*= h*, O S h*< b* (see Figure 1). The flow is perturbed by sound,
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Figure 1. Sketch of the geometry.

coming from inside the pipe. For convenience, the incident wave is assumed to consist
of one (so-called) (m, p)-pipe mode (see below), varying harmonically in time with
frequency f * > 0; any incident sound field can be built up then by a Fourier-Bessel
superposition. The perturbation amplitudes are considered to be small enough for linearization. Apart from the pipe and hub surface and the possible wake behind the pipe edge,
there are no regions containing vortical flow, and one can introduce a potential +* for
the velocity perturbations fi*4*. The variables are made dimensionless as follows: the
space co-ordinates X*= xb*, r* = rb*; the time co-ordinate t* = tb*/c,*; the velocities
9.4. = v&,*; the density p* = (1 + p)p,*; the pressure p* =p,*+ p,*~,*'~.
The dimensionless radian frequency, or Helmholtz number, is k = 2~f*b*/c,*( k > O), and the main flow
Mach number is M = U;/c,* (-1 < M < 1).
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The equations and boundary conditions for this model are as follows:
p = p (acoustic approximation);

+M a/ax)4 (Bernoulli's equation, linearized);
(alat + M a/ax)p + v24= 0 (continuity equation, linearized);
p = -(a/at

a 4 l a r = 0 if r = h, or r = l and x < 0 (rigid walls);
p continuous across r = 1, x > 0;

p-pin radiating outwards at infinity.

(2.1)

The incident, primary wave pin is taken as a wave form of a doubly infinite pipe which
retains its shape as it travels down the pipe (i.e., shows no dispersion), and is described by
U,,(r)
~in(x>
r>67 t) = {o,
"

exp (-ikL,x +ime+ikt),

where U, is a linear combination of mth order Bessel functions of the first kind (J,)
and of the second kind (Y,) [8],
Urnw(r) = Nmp cos ~rn~Jrn(arn+r)
-Nm, sin ~,,Y,(a,,r)

(m 3 0, p 2 l ) ,

in which a,, is the p t h positive zero of Jk(a)Y',(ah) - Y k ( a ) J k ( a h ) , including a,, = 0,
where the sequence {a,,) is infinite and real. (This is an immediate consequence of the
Sturm-Liouville theory for eigenvalue problems [6].) The corresponding axial wave
numbers are defined by k;, = (R,, - ~ k ) / p ' , where p2= 1-M' and in which R,, =
(k2-p2ai,)1/2 if k > pa,, and R,, = -i(p2ai, - k 2) 1/2 otherwise. If m = 0 , the first
nqn-trivial solution is the plane wave, corresponding to a,, = 0, and Uol(r) = Nol =
J 2 / J1- h2. Furthermore, if h = 0, the definition of U, simply degenerates to its limiting
N,, ={;(l - m2/ a ~ , ) ~ , ( a , , ) ~ ) - ~ / and
~
value, given by U, (r) = N,,J,(a,,r),
Jk(a,,) = 0, while U,, = J2.
Mathematically, these waveforms, or modes, are to be identified with eigensolutions
of the prevailing infinite pipe equations, and the sequences {m) and {a,,) with the
corresponding eigenvalues. In view of the symmetry, only positive values of m and a,,
are to be considered here. With these eigensolutions any solution can be constructed,
provided positive and negative values of m and Q, (for counter rotating and backward
running modes) are included.
'I'he system (2.1) with boundary conditions does not have a unique solution, since it
allows an axial velocity d4lax to be discontinuous along r = 1, x > 0, the extension of
the pipe. This discontinuity corresponds to a distribution of vorticity, shed from the pipe
edge, and is directly related to the velocity singularity at the edge. The existence of a
vortex layer is normal in case of a trailing edge ( M > O), but is physically unrealistic for
a leading edge (intake) configuration with M < 0. As a measure of the amount of shed
vorticity, a complex parameter y can be introduced. This parameter is to be taken equal
to zero if no vortex shedding is permitted ( 4 continuous), and equal to unity if so much
vorticity is to be shed that the velocity singularity at the edge X =O, r = 1 is removed
(Kutta condition). If required, any other (complex) value of y is possible.
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Since the scattered field must have the same behaviour in t and in 8 as its cause pin,
one can write 4 (X,r, 8, t) = 4 (X,r) exp (im6 + i kt) (analogously for the other variables).
Then the equations (2.1) can be combined to yield the following equation for $ =
4 - i(k - Mk;,)-'pin, the potential of the scattered field:

with boundary conditions a$/ar = 0 if r = h, or r = l and x <O, pin-(ik+ M a/ax)$
continuous across r = 1, x > 0, and $ radiating outwards at infinity. The condition of "$
radiating outwards at infinity" presents some conceptual difficulties for r = l and x + m
in the presence of a vortex layer. "Radiating" can be interpreted as relating to the acoustic
energy flux vector, a quantity which is undefined for an acoustic field in a mean flow with
vorticity [9, p. 411. However, since the sound field can be expected to show no singular
behaviour along r = 1, x > 0, and the vorticity to generate no sound at infinity but to be
(for M > 0) convected away with the main stream, there seem to be no practical problems.
The equation (2.3) with boundary conditions will be the problem to be solved in the
next section. The method employed will be Fourier transforms on x of appropriate
dependent variables, together with application of the Wiener-Hopf technique [10].
3. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION

One can introduce (formally) the Fourier transforms

I-,
m

P(u, r) =

$(X, r) eikuxdx,

F+(u) =

jom
:a

-$(X, 1) eikuxdx,

where l+ and 1- mean upper and lower limit, respectively. Physically, F+denotes the
transform of the total time derivative of the position of the dividing streamline, emanating
from the edge, and P- denotes the pressure difference across the pipe wall as induced
by the $-field. It is convenient to write k with a small imaginary part, k = 1 k ( e-", 0 < S << 1,
and, at the end of the analysis, to set S to zero. Also it is convenient to introduce the
~ W-(,) =[l+ (1 - M ) u ] ~ / both
~ , defined as
square roots w+(u) = [ l - (1 + M ) u ] ~ /and
principal branches, and yielding w(u) = w+(u)W-(U).
To set up a Wiener-Hopf equation one assumes that $ is sufficiently well behaved for
the transforms (3.1) to exist in a strip S, defined as the intersection of the halfplanes R +
and R- (see Figure 2):
R+={u€@IImU > tan S(Re u + M ~ - ' - a ) ) ,
R- ={UE CIIm U <tan S(Re U +MPp2+ a)).
The constant a is real, positive, and sufficiently small to leave out of S the branch cuts
of W+ and W-, and certain poles to be discussed later. A function analytic in R + will be
denoted by an index +, and a function analytic in R- by an index -. In view of their half
range integration intervals, F+ and P- are anticipated to be indeed analytic in R + and
R-, respectively [10, p. X]. With the introduction of P , equation (2.3) reduces to

-
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Figure 2. The complex u plane, with branch cuts of
k i P ( X ) ,and integration contours c+ and c-.

W+

and

W-, subdomains

W,

R+, R- and S, zeros k ; , and

with solution, for h < r < l ,

for the hard-wall condition at r = h, and for 1< r < m,

Here the fact that Re w(u) > 0 if U E S together with the radiation condition has been
used, implying that P tends to zero for r + c4 H': = J, -iY, denotes the mth order
Hankel function of the second kind [g].
From continuity of pressure along r = 1, x > 0, it follows that

and from the hard wall condition along r = 1, x < 0, that (dldr) P ( u , 1) = F+(u). Then
A(u) = F+(u)/{YA(kwh)JA(kw) - J&(kwh)YL(kw))kw,
B ( u ) =F + ( u ) / H ' , ~ " ( ~ w ) ~ w ,
-2i(l- u M ) ~ + ( u ) / k w ~ ( u ) ~=(P-(U)
u ) + i ~ , , ( l ) / k(u - k;,/

k),

(3.2)

K ( u ) = L(kw(u)) =I?(T) = L ( k v ( ~ ) / p ) ,
L(z) = T[H~"(~)/H~"(~~)]{JA(~~)Y A(z) -Y k(zh)JA(z)),
r = p 2 u +M,

V(T)= v+(T)v-(7)= (1 - T ) ' / ~ ( I+ T)"~.

The square roots v+ and v- are principal branches, and a,, is defined as the vth (v 3 l )
zero of JA(zh)YA(z) - Y k(zh)JA(z). It is now convenient to introduce the notation

0,"

=

{ l - ( a m /k 2 1 2
-i{(pa,,/ k)2-

if k > parnu
otherwise

0," = kd,,.
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n,,

Evidently, if
it 0 for all v (no resonance), and a is sufficiently small the sequence
{k:,} forms a set of zeros of K ( u ) in R-\S, and {k,,} a set of zeros of K ( u ) in R+\S.
One can now state (without proof) that, in view of the location of zeros and poles of
H ' , ~ ' ' ( Z ) / H ' , ~ " ( Zit~ )is, possible to take a small enough for K ( u ) to be analytic and
non-zero in S. Then it is routine to define the split functions K+ and K-, where K ( u ) =
K+(u)K-(U)and K, are analytic and non-zero in R,, by
log K,(u) =

*-

du'

for U E R,. The contours c, (Figure 2) are defined by Im U' =tan S (Re U ' + M ~ - ' Ta).
The integrals of K, have to be treated with some care (cf. [10, p. 421) since they are not
normally convergent, but later they are to be transformed into a convergent form,
appropriate for numerical evaluation, so it is not necessary to discuss this point further
here. One can now rewrite equation (3.2) into one with on the left-hand side only +
functions and at the right-hand side only - functions, as follows:

From the identity theorem for analytic functions this equation defines one entire function
E ( u ) . Since K ( u ) = K ( - u - ~ M / ~ ' ) and K ( u ) =L(kw(u))=L(-ikpIul)= l/kpIuI for
lul + ain S, it follows, in a way analogous to that in the book by Noble [10, p. 421, that
K,(u) = O(uF1/') for I u I + ain R,. Continuity of the streamline emanating from the
edge, and the assumption, a priori (to be verified a posteriori), of algebraic behaviour of
near the edge, requires (a/ar)$(x, 1) to behave like X"-'(xJO) with 7 > 0, which, in
turn, implies, by using a variant of the theorem as given by Noble [10, p. 361, that
F + ( u )= O ( U - ~for
) u + C O in R+. Then, if one assumes P _ ( u ) to behave algebraically for
U + C O in R- (again, a priori and to be verified afterwards), it appears from the behaviour
at infinity of E ( u ) , by using the extended form of Liouville's theorem [10, p. 61, that E
must be a constant, and 7 = In addition, going one step further, in the case of the Kutta
) + CO in R + ) and E = 0. Now, upon recognizing the pole
condition F+(u)= o ( u - ~ / ~( U
U =M-' in F+to represent mathematically the vortex shedding, it is natural to write the
constant E as dependent on a parameter y (as anticipated in the previous section) in a
way such that y = 0 corresponds to no vortex shedding (cancellation of the pole U =M-'),
and y = 1 to the Kutta condition ( E = 0). This is achieved if one takes

+

4.

Then

With substitution of F+into the expressions for P and with S + 0, the problem of finding
an analytical expression for $ is now, at least in principle, solved. Further simplification
of the formulae (which are, being double integrals, complicated) is possible for points of
observation inside the pipe, and in the far field outside the pipe. Being of great practical
interest, these two cases will be evaluated in the next two sections.
Finally, it can be noted that the case h = 0 follows immediately from the above formulae
if one takes the limit h J 0. Then
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4. THE FIELD INSIDE THE PIPE

From the inverse transform of T the pressure field for h < r < l is
n

p(x, r ) =pin(x, r) +I
2%-l J -,-iO

( 1 - uM) T ( u , r) e-ikuxdu,

In view of the exponential behaviour and the presence of only poles of the integrand in
the upper half plane, it is profitable, if x < 0, to close the contour via a large semi-circle
in the upper half plane, and write the field as a sum of residue contributions, the so-called
modal representation. This requires a little study of the function

Substitution into this expression of the series defining J, and Y, reveals that frn(z)is a
meromorphic function (analytic everywhere except for isolated poles) of z2, implying
that fm(kw(u)) is meromorphic in U. Furthermore, it shows that f,(z) = 0 ( 1 ) ( z + O ) if
Z 0). The residues of interest stem from the poles at U = E,,,
m # 0, while fo(z) = O ( Z - ~ ) ( +
which are related to the poles z = a,, of f,(z). Using the identities

one can derive

Z + O z2fo(z)= -2/(1h2)
lim

(m = 0, v = 1).

Hence
lim ( U - Kiu)frn(kw(u)) =-(1/2k2flmu) Urnv(l)Urnu(r),

u+E,,

lim ( U - Eil)fo(kw(u))= - l / k 2 ( 1 - h2).

u+E&

,

Since fro, = 1, one can see that for the case m = 0 , v = 1, although the treatment is
different, the final result is consistent with the general result. Now one is able to describe
the field inside the pipe. In a quite natural way the so-called modal form appears, of an
incident wave scattered into backward running waves of the same m-mode number, with
is called the reflection
amplitudes R,,,
times the primary wave amplitude. [R,,,]
coefficient matrix. Thus
W

p(x, r) = Urn,(r) exp (-ikL,x)

+ C Rmp,Urnu(r)exp (-ik,,x),
u=l
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I?,

is defined is analogous to that for K,. Hence

the contour of integration crossing the real axis at 7 = 0. Due to the symmetry of R ( T )
in 7, it follows that I?+(-fi,,) = I?-(G,,). This expression for R,,, is equally valid for
h = 0, provided, of course, that the appropriate limiting forms for U, and I?, as mentioned
before, are taken.
To investigate the behaviour of the reflection matrix near cut-off frequencies one
has to distinguish between various cases and combinations of parameters. First, if
k + a,,P # 0 (i.e.,
+= 0),

am,

since L(a,,)

= 0 and Lr(am,) =

4
then if k += ao,P = 0,
arnpU?n,(l)'

furthermore, it is easily verified that the limits limk+a,,pf k-(fimv) and limk+,k-(fiop)
exist. Applying these results in the foregoing expression for R,,, then yields, if k + a,$,
R,, =-l and R,, =0, if k+a,,P,
~,,,=-tJ2~,,(l)-

1+

a,,

n,,

1- ~ ~ f i , ,
l - ~ f i ~K-(firnp),
,

(no special form resulting). These forms are valid except
and if k + a,$, R,,, =
when m = 0 and k + aOlP= 0, in which case

Y + ( Y- l ) ~ o , / ~ o ,
lim [I?-(fio,)R-(do,)]
1+ .,,I a,,'
ROPY=
1
-~~op(l)~o,(l>
lim [I?-(fi,,)I?-(fi,,)]
1+ ~ o v / ~ o ,

i

-Wo,(l) UO,(l)

An expression analogous to the one for R,,,
mZ0.

+

if M 0
ifM=O

and k + 0 can be obtained for R,,,

with

5. THE FAR FIELD

When the scattering sound field sheds vorticity, these vortices are convected downstream
together with an irrotational inherent velocity field. This field is non-decaying in ,the
downstream direction, and therefore contributes to the far field. However, it is purely
hydrodynamic (involves no pressure variations), is only significant near the wake and will
therefore be treated separately from the acoustic far field. Hence one can start with a
description of the acoustic far field.
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From the inverse transform of

I
)

Introducing the transformations
r = R sin [,0<5<7r, gives

X

the pressure field for r > l is

r = P2u +M,

v(r) = P w ( u ) ,

X = PR COS

5 and

H ' , ~ ) ( V ( T ) ( ~ sin
R / /5)~ )
v(r)~',2"(kv(r)l~)

The acoustic far field, defined as the leading order term of the asymptotic expansion
of p for (kR/P) + aand 8 fixed, can now be derived by means of the method of stationary
phase [10, p. 341. It is assumed explicitly that 5 # 0 and 6 # 7r. Then, for u(r) # 0,
H:'(V$R

2Psin 5)'l2 exp (-ivpR
k
sin 5) =im( 7rvkR

sin t + f n i

)

($R-).

The condition v(r) # 0 is easily achieved by indenting the integration contour a little into
R+ near r = 1, and into R- near r=-1. Now consider the exponential part of the
integrand, if kR/P + a . This is exp [-i(k/P)R(r cos 5+ v(r) sin .$)l. Clearly, the point
of stationary phase is r =cos 5. With kR/P large, the main contribution to the integral
is then from the neighbourhood of this point, since away from this point the argument
of the exponent is either purely imaginary, giving a rapidly oscillating integrand (if
-1 < r < 1, real), or has a large negative real part, giving an exponentially small integrand
(if 171> 1, real, or on the indentatioas). The appropriate calculations then give
im ( 1 - M c o s ~ ) F + [ ( c o s ~ - M ) / ~ 2 ] e x p [ - i ( k R / ~ ) ( 1 - M c o s 6 ) ]
P(% r) =
7
R sin 6 ~ ( , 2 " [ ( k /sin
~ ) 51

.p

A common way to characterize this far field is by a directivity function D,,((),
by
P(X, r) =D,,([)

defined

exp [-i(kRlP)(l - M cos Ol/(kR/P),

Another way to introduce a directivity function is, in physical co-ordinates
and r = R sin 5, as

X

= R cos f

p(x, r) = ~ , , ( f ) eexp [-i(kR/p2)(J1 - M ~
sin2 f - M cos f ) ] / ( k ~ / ~ ) ,

On the other hand, in some applications the so called emission time co-ordinates are
more relevant, X = Re(M+cos 6,) and r = R, sin t,, giving
P(X,r) G DRp(5e)

exp [-i kR,]
kRe

7

D;,(te)

=

P2
+

M cos L

arccos
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The following properties of D, are worth mentioning. For 0 < [< 7r/2 the radiation
pattern, i.e., ID,,(, consists of lobes, whereas for 7r/2 S 6 < 7r it is free of zeros, and tends
to zero for [ + 7r if m 2 1, and to a finite value if m = 0. These lobes are formed by
maxima, interlaced by zeros: D,,([) = 0 at [ = arccos fi,,, v # p, fi,, real. If the incident
wave is cut-on, i.e., fi,, is real, then
D,,([)

=

2imk2fim,
at 6 = arccos fi,,,,.
42am+um+(l)~(m2)'(amp)

In particular limcroDol([) = ; J 2 i ( k / ~ ) ' J l - h2; otherwise, limtro D,,([) = O .
Furthermore, one can quantify the effect of vortex shedding on the directivity pattern
Dm,([)l,=, = (1 - Mfi,,)/(l - M cos 6). It is evident that
by considering D,,([)1,=,/
there is an increase, for O< [<arccos flm, if a,, < kp-l, for 0 < [<
arccos ([l - ( 1 + M21fim, (2)1/2]/
M) if kp-'< a,, S J 2 k [ M ( l
and for all [ if
a,, > J 2 k [ M ( l - M)]-'I2, and there is a decrease in each complementary angle interval.
This is analogous to the behaviour found in the two-dimensional variant of the present
problem [ l l].
By using the results derived in the previous section it is easily seen that near cut-off
tends to zero if k + a,,P, or if k + 0, and D,,([)
the behaviour of D, is that D,,([)
tends to a finite limit if k + a,,p # 0 ( p # V).
Next one can consider the hydrodynamic far field. Since no pressure is associated with
it, one has to return to the potential 4, in its form of an inverse Fourier transform of $.
As x tends to infinity, the main contribution to the integral is now from the pole in
U = M - l , so that if h S r s l , x + c o ,
H

r)l"m'

KL(kh/M)I,(kr/M)-IL(kh/M)K,(kr/M) k
exp (-i M X),
KL(kh/M)IL(k/M)-I:(kh/M)KL(k/M)

and if l s r < c o , x + a ,
r)

~ C f i f , [ ~ , ( k r l M ) l ~ L ( exp
k l ~(-ikxlM),
)]

where the constant

and K, and I, denote modified Bessel functions of mth order.
It is seen that this field does not decay in X, and behaves exponentially in r in a way
that confines it to the immediate neighbourhood of the wake. Note that the characteristic
length scale in both the x and r directions is the inverse of the Strouhal number (or
hydrodynamic wave number) k/ M.
6. ACOUSTIC AND HYDRODYNAMIC POWER

A quantity of interest is the power of the field inside and outside the pipe, since it
characterizes, to a certain extent, the field by a single number. The power is defined as
the net (integrated), time-averaged, energy flux across a control surface. Useful surfaces
here are a large sphere around the pipe exit, a cross section of the pipe, and in the case
of vortex shedding, two cylindrical surfaces enclosing the wake, since there the power is
both physically interesting and explicitly computable. In general, in a moving medium
an acoustic energy obeying a conservation equation cannot be defined by using only linear
quantities, since quantities of second order may couple to zeroth order quantities (mean
flow terms) giving contributions of acoustic order unknown from the linear acoustics
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alone. Only under certain restrictions can a conserved energy be defined; an example
relevant here is an irrotational field in an irrotational main flow. The expression in question
can be found, for instance, in reference [9, p. 411, and results, in the present terminology,
in a power P=J, ( f . G) ds, made dimensionless on p$cgb*2, where S is the control
surface considered with normal vector G, and f is the (dimensionless) acoustic intensity
(=time-averaged energy flux) f = 4k Im ( 4 9 4 ' + MC$~'Z~),with superscript c indicating
the complex conjugate, and Zx the unit vector in the X-direction. Also, indeed, for the
present problem (with only an acoustic vortex sheet) no general definition of energy
based on the acoustic variables alone is possible, and the restriction of this expression to
irrotational regions is essential, as was shown by Rienstra [l11 for an explicit (2-D)
example. In this case, the acoustic field appeared to be coupled to the mean flow, through
the vortex shedding, in such a way that not only energy is exchanged between the acoustic
field and the vorticity, but also with the mean POW.Therefore, the control surfaces in
the present problem must not cross the vortex sheet anywhere, and also one cannot
expect a global conservation of energy. It is, however, possible to follow the energy
transfer through the various parts of the field, and to analyze the energy conversion
associated to the vortex shedding in detail. To this end one can investigate (i) in the
absence of vortex shedding ( y = O), the transmitted power P' inside the pipe, and the
power Pf of the far field; since the field is now irrotational everywhere, energy is conserved,
so P' = Pf ; (ii) in the presence of vortex shedding ( y # 0), again the transmitted power
P' and the power pf of the acoustic far field (i.e., not near the wake), but also the power
of the hydrodynamic far field downstream, inside (P?) and outside (P?) the cylinder
formed by the vortex sheet, and the power P" lost into the wake, i.e., the difference of
the power just inside and just outside the vortex sheet; since the only possible extra
source or sink of acoustic energy (directly, or through interaction with the main stream)
is the wake, the power balance can be formulated as P' = Pf + P" + P?+ P?, which yields
a very useful check, and has been applied to verify the numerical calculations. A1,though
there is an essential difference between the loss of acoustic energy into the irrotational
hydrodynamic far field (PH) and into the wake (Pw),clearly in many applications only
the net acoustic result is of interest.t
In view of the occurrence of quadratic terms in a secondary quantity, such as power,
it is appropriate to consider a general time harmonic incident wave (each mode of which
has amplitude A,,), yielding inside the pipe the field
m

P(% r, 6 ) =

m

C C {Ampexp (-ik;,x)
m=-m p = l

+Bm, exp (-ik~,x))Ump(r)eime,

By taking advantage of the orthogonality properties of {eime)on [ 0 , 2 ~ and
) {Um,(r))
on [h, l], it is readily found that
m

P'=nP'

m=-m

p -1

i

I Amp l

p = l fimp[(l-Mfimp)2-(l+Mfimp)2

I. It is noted that in reference [l11 only the P" was considered, not pH. PWrepresentsthe energy that really
disappears "out of the world".
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where a superscript c denotes a complex conjugate, and p. = po(m) indicates the index
of the first cut-off mode (the first with fim, negative imaginary; see also reference [12]).
In the acoustic far field the sound waves radiate, apart from the convection effects,
radially outwards. Therefore, one can obtain in the far field the potential and velocity
from the pressure as follows:
$,E

cos ( - M
ip
k(l-~cos5)~' 'x~l-~cos(P'
m

P(X,r, e ) g

m

C C AmrDmr(S)
m=-m + = l

p sin 5

4%G l-

cost^'

exp [ime-i(kR/p)(l - M cos ()l
kR/P

A convenient control surface for pf is a large ellipsoid R =constant. On this surface
(1. 2) =

tp4

'
(1 - M cos 0 2 ( 1- M ~sin2 ()'l2 l PI2

Now consider the parametrization of the ellipsoid l?((, 8) = PR cos 5 e', + R sin ( cos 8
Zy + R sin 6 sin 8 Zz, where ZY and Zz are unit vectors in the y and z directions (y = r cos 8,
z = r sin 8). A well-known result from calculus is that the surface integral of (1.6) over
the ellipsoid is given by

Hence, since (gc
X Eel=
{eime))

sin ((1 - M ~
sin2 [)'l2, one has (utilizing the orthogonality of

lW

=fP4R2

sin S
( 1 - M cos 5)21 PI2 d8
sin 6
1- M COS

o2I

m

I

2

C AmpDrn+(6) dt.
,=l

It is evident that for both P' and pf m-mode contributions simply can be summed; no
cross interference occurs. This is, however, not the case for p-mode contributions. In
the expression for P' a coefficient B,, is formed by all the occurring Am,'s, giving
non-zero cross terms in IB,,~~. In view of conservation of energy (i.e., P' = p f ) if y = 0,
the cross terms from the squared p-series of the integrand of pf, when integrated, will
then definitely produce non-zero values too.
On the other hand, no cross interference occurs between the acoustic and the hydrodynamic far field, this hydrodynamic field being only significant within a (-interval of
vanishing size. So the hydrodynamic powers P? and P: can be calculated immediately as
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Finally, the net power absorbed by the wake,

can be calculated explicitly if one observes that the difference of the potential across the
wake is dependent on X only through a factor exp (-ikM-'X). This implies that, after
performing the relatively simple 8-integral, the remaining X-integral is very similar to
the Fourier transform of (a/ar)+,(x, 1, O), viz. F+(u), in u = M-'. The difference is the
imaginary part to be taken here. Unfortunately, F+(u) is singular in u =M-'. Some more
detailed analysis, however, reveals that this singularity contributes to the real part only,
and one obtains

The argument M-' is located above the branch cut but below the integration contour,
symbolically denoted by MP1+iO. Note that R ( M - ~+iO) = L(-ik/M) is real. By definition R:(M-l) = (d/dr)R+(r) is in T = M-'+i0. Effectively, one can say that these
expressions for P", P? and P: together with P' provide an explicit form of the integral
Comparison of P" with P? and P: shows a dependence of
of Pf (=P' - P" -P? - P:).
all on Iyl2, but of P" on y as well. This implies that with little vorticity shed (l yl<<1) the
only exchange of acoustic energy consists of an absorption by the wake without conversion
into the irrotational hydrodynamic field.
All in all, the conclusion that energy can be absorbed or emitted by the vortex sheet
is remarkable. The transfer mechanism appears to depend on the mutual interference of
the acoustic field at the vortex sheet and the convected unsteady vorticity.
In a following section numerically evaluated examples are discussed, including the
acoustic power loss due to vortex shedding, but, for practical reasons, without distinguishing between the irrotational hydrodynamic power and the absorption by the wake. Some
idea of the possible relative importance of the contributions can be provided by considering
an illustrative example. For one incident mode, a plane wave with m = 0, p = 1, AO1= 1,
k = 1 in a pipe with h = 0.5 and a flow of M = 0.5 and y = 1, it is found that P'= 6.6525,
Pf = 1.3484, P" = 1.8064, P? =2.7993 and P: =0.6984, all of which contribute significantly.
7. NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF & ( r )

To evaluate the results of the present analysis, a computer program was written. The
basic problem was to calculate R,, from which straightforwardly the reflection matrix
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[R,,,], the directivity pattern D,,(,$) and for a given incident wave, the powers P' and
pf are obtained. Details of the computer program are not given. Some analytical aspects
concerning the integral for R, are as follows.
First, it is only necessary to consider R-(t) with -rr < arg t S 0. I?+(t) follows by
definition from R+(t) = R(t)/R-(t) while if 0 < arg t S rr one can use the symmetry of
R ( t ) to have l?+(t) =R-(-t) and k ( t ) = i?(t)/R-(-t). Thus

the contour of integration crossing the real axis at 7 =O. Two difficulties are now
immediately apparent. The first is that the integrand behaves at infinity like log TIT, so
the integral does not converge, while the second is that the integrand has singularities
along the contour of integration (viz. along [-l, l ] ) ; so, upper (along (0, l ] ) and lower
(along [-l, 0)) indentations around these singularities are to be taken. The first problem
is only minor, and can be dealt with as by Noble [10, p. 421, by defining the integral as
A
the limit lim,,,
. . . dr. After taking advantage of the symmetry of R ( T ) ,one obtains

I-,

it
log R-(t) =rr

jom

log R ( T )
dr,
T2-t2

-rr<argtdO.

The second problem is, as is usual in this kind of work, mostly solved by a delicate process
of splitting off and handling separately each singularity, followed by a tedious and
cumbersome bookkeeping of improper integrals [4, 6, 10, 13, 141. However, it has been
found to be much more convenient to deform the contour of integration between 7 = 0
and A > 1into a parabola-like contour in the upper half plane (Im 7 = R e 7 (1 - R e r / A ) ,
see Figure 3), in this way avoiding all the singularities along 0 < TS1, without altering

lntegrat ion contour
Branch cut v-

V+

Figure 3. The complex
and v-.

7

X

Branch cut v+

plane, with deformed contour of integration, zeros *fi,,(x), and branch cuts of

the value of the integral, since the integrand is analytic in that area. This can be seen as
follows: since the values of t relevant here are either real or imaginary, the pole in 7 = t
is not -crossed; the zeros of Jk(zh)Y k ( z ) - Y k(zh)Jk(z), z = k v ( ~ ) / p ,are found at
= *f2,,, which are only real or imaginary, while the pole of z = 0 is at the real numbers
7 = fl ; the branch cuts, introduced via the square root v(r), run along the real axis from
1 to infinity, not through the origin; since -irr < arg v(7) < 0 if 0 < arg 7 < irr one has
~ ' , 2 " ( k v / p )= -(2/ rr)imKA(ikv//?) (where K, is the modified Bessel function of the
second kind) so that one can use a corollary of a theorem of ErdClyi and Kermak [15,
p. 621, implying that K k ( z ) has no zeros in larg zl s i n .

*
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Thus the integral has been calculated numerically along a path through the complex
plane (essentially by using complex Bessel function routines) up to a real point 7 = A .
To minimize the amount of numerical work further this point A was chosen just large
enough (depending on the problem parameters) to admit the analytic integration along
[A, m) of an asymptotic approximation of the integrand. This approximation and its
integration is given in detail in the Appendix.
Finally, acknowledgment must be made of a referee's kind remark that the same idea
of a contour deformation to avoid the singularities was recently proposed by Ramakrishnan
[l61 in this journal. However, instead of one indentation around all the singularities he
used one indentation for each, which may still be laborious at higher frequencies, with
many poles along [0, l]. Moreover, he did not include a proof of the integrand being
analytic in the region crossed.
8. COMPUTED RESULTS

To illustrate the present analysis with some numerically calculated examples, two ranges
of frequency are considered: one with low values of k (0 < k < 3), and one with a high
value ( k = 50). The Mach number was varied from 0.2 to 0.8, and the hub radius from
0.0 to 0.95. The higher value of k is typical of a modern turbofan engine. The lower
value range is chosen to investigate the effect of sound absorption by vortex shedding,
which is known to be strongest for the lower Helmholtz numbers [17,18].
Figures 4(a), 5(a) and 6(a) show the power loss (in dB) 1010log ( p f / p ' ) (due to the
vortex shedding) of a plane incident wave (m = 0, p = l ) , for M = 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8,
respectively, as a function of k (between 0 and 1) and h. Included in the figures is a
result by Cargill [l91 for the power loss in a jet with ambient flow, without a hub, with
full Kutta condition, in a small Helmholtz number ( k ) approximation. His general formula
was
p f / ~ ' = ( k 2 / 4 ~ )+( +1 ~ ; ) / ( 1-M;)~,
where MR denotes the relative Mach number between jet and ambient flow (0 S MR S M ) .
Shown in the figures are two cases: a uniform mean flow (MR = O), and a jet in a stagnant
medium (MR = M ) . The formula is an approximation of Munt's full analytical solution
[7] and for the jet (MR = M ) known to be in very good agreement (in the lower k-range)
both with Munt's solution and with the experiments of Bechert, Michel and Pfizenmaier
[17]. From the figures the same good agreement is seen in the case of uniform flow (and
h =O).
A main observation by Bechert et al. [l71 was a dramatic attenuation when large
wavelength sound was radiated out of a jet pipe. From the figures the same effect is seen
in a uniform flow, so this attenuation is not an exclusive property of the jet and has to
do only with the unsteady vortex shedding. Even more, in a uniform flow the effect is
niuch stronger, so it is not amplified but just weakened by the presence of the jet!
Although indeed consistent with Cargill's work, this can be considered quite surprising.
Other trends to be noted are the increasing loss with increasing Mach number (not
true in a jet if M > 0.36), and the increasing loss with increasing hub radius. This can be
interpreted as another way to decrease the effective Helmholtz number, since the effective
surface of a cross section of the tube can be decreased as well by taking k + 0 as by h + 1;
in other words, the power loss scales upon k2(1- h2) for small k.
In Figures 4(b), 5(b) and 6(b) the modulus of the reflection coefficient of the wave
into its own mode (IRoI1()is plotted. As was seen in section 4 this quantity tends to unity
for k + 0 in a way very similar to that without flow (cf. [14]). Apart from the "effective
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k

Figure 4. (a) Power loss 10,, log (pf /P') (in dB)
of aplane incident wave ( m = 0 , p = l ) for M = 0 . 2 ;
-,
present results for uniform flow; --, . . . . .,
Cargill's approximation for a jet and for uniform
flow, respectively ( h =O); (b) modulus of reflection
coefficient IR,, I for same conditions as (a).

k

Figure 5. The same as Figures 4(a) and (b) but
with M = 0.5.

,

Helmholtz number decreasing" effect of an increasing h, no special phenomena are
observed.
A sequence analogous to the previous one is given in Figures 7, 8 and 9, which are
concerned with whether the large loss of power of the plane wave (Figures 4-6) near
k = 0 is primarily due to the frequency being near cut-off, or just to its being small.
Figures 7(a), 8(a) and 9(a) show the power loss of an incident m = 1, p = 1 wave for
values of k between cut-off and 3. Here it is evident that the value of k being near cut-off
is not crucial. There is indeed a considerable power loss, but no asymptotic behaviour to
minus infinity appears near cut-off; instead, the loss tends to a finite limit. Again an
increasing mach number or hub diameter increases the loss (except for a small anomaly
for h =O.O and 0.5, connected, for p = 1, to the decreasing cut-off frequency with
increasing h).
Figures 7(b), 8(b) and 9(b) show a reflection coefficient lRllll behaviour very similar
to a case without flow (obviously, the cut-off frequencies are shifted with the Mach
number).
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Figure 6. The same as Figures 4(a) and (b) but with M = 0.8.

In Figures 1 0 , l l and 12 the far field radiation patterns IE,,,,I are plotted on a logarithmic
scale for various inlet and outlet configurations (k = 50, m = 4 and M = k0.3). In Figure
10(a) a p = 1, and in Figure 10(b) a p = 2, wave is radiating out of an inlet ( M = -0.3,
hub diameter = 0, no vortex shedding). As discussed in section 5, the 15 possible cut-on
modes are mirrored in the 14 zeros (the result of interference between waves scattered
at the two sides of the duct), and a maximum lobe from .the actual incident wave (here
p = 1 and p = 2). Since the incident wave is not a plane wave, the pressure level tends
to zero as 5 4 0, and also as 5 -,.rr since m > 0.
In Figures l l ( a ) and (b) a p = l and 2 (outlet: M =0.3, h =0.6), and in Figure 12 a
p = 1 (M = 0.3, h = 0.95) wave radiating from an outlet is seen, in each case with and,
for comparison, without a Kutta condition. The Kutta condition is clearly seen to decrease
the amplitude in all directions except for that of the main lobe, which is left unchanged.
Primarily, the diffracted field in the shadow zone is affected. It is noted that this decrease
is further amplified for higher Mach numbers. The power loss 10,, log (pf/p') in these
cases amounts to -0.096 dB ( p = l , h = 0.6), -0-104 dB ( p = 2, h = 0.6), and -0.426 dB
( p = 1, h = 0.95); so here, in contrast to the behaviour for the lower values of k discussed
previously, the effect of vortex shedding acoustically is not so much found in the net
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Figure 7. (a) Power loss of a m = l, p = l wave
for M = 0.2, hub radii h = 0, 0.5, 0.9, 0.95, and k
between the first cut-off frequency and 3; (b)
modulus of reflection coefficient R,, for same conditions as (a).

Figure 8. The same as Figures 7(a) and (b) but
with M = 0.5.
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Figure 9. The same as Figures 7(a) and (b) but with M = 0.8.
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Figure 10. (a) Radiation pattern for k
(a) but with p = 2.

= 50,

m = 4 , M = -0.3 (inlet), h = 0, p = 1, y =O; (b) the same as

Figure 11. (a) Radiation pattern for k = 50, m = 4, M = 0.3 (outlet), h
y = 0; (b) the same as (a) but with p = 2.

= 0.6, p = 1, -,

y=l;

.....

Figure 12. The same as Figure l l ( a ) but with h =,0.95.

absorption of energy but mainly in the radiation pattern. The effect of the hub is twofold:
the number of cut-on modes in the pipe decreases and with it the number of lobes in the
far field, while at the same time the shadow field is amplified. Apart from the zeros at
5 = 0 and 5 = v, the far field tends to be omnidirectional as h + l.
9. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A comprehensive analytical solution has been derived, by using the Wiener-Hopf
technique, of the problem of sound propagation in and radiation from a semi-infinite
cylindrical pipe with a doubly infinite hub, submerged in a subsonic coaxial uniform mean
flow. For completeness, the limiting forms of zero Mach number and zero hub radius
have been included. Particular attention has been paid to the unsteady shedding of
vorticity, in the case of an outflow, caused by the acoustic wave scattering at the pipe
edge. Since with an inflow no vorticity is shed, and with an outflow the amount of shed
vorticity is not always exactly known, a complex parameter y is introduced. This parameter
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controls the rate of vortex shedding in a way that y = 0 relates to no vorticity, and y = 1
to a finite velocity near the edge (Kutta condition). Mathematically, the field of the vortex
sheet is an eigensolution of the equations, coming into play after removing the condition
of continuity along the cylindrical surface formed by the extension of the pipe. The
amplitude of this eigensolution is just the factor y. This vorticity field appears as an extra
pole of the spatial Fourier transform.
The final solution is given as a Fourier integral, which is still difficult to handle since
no explicit form is available. In fact it is a double integral, since a function R-,part of
the integrand, is, in turn, also defined by an integral. However, in some of the physically
interesting parts of the field, the Fourier integral can be evaluated, greatly simplifying
the formulae and leaving only the evaluation of R-.These more explicit representations
of the solution are the modal series inside the pipe, the acoustic far field propagating
radially away from the exit, and the hydrodynamic far field confined to the immediate
neighbourhood of the vortex sheet.
At a certain frequency the axial wave length of a modal wave form inside the pipe
tends to infinity, and the wave is in resonance. Below this frequency the wave does not
propagate (i.e., is cut off). To complete the description of the field the behaviour at this
cut-off frequency has been analyzed in some detail.
To evaluate the field numerically, it is necessary to compute the integral defining R-.
A method for this, different from that usually presented, has been described and analyzed,
and involves the following steps: the interval of integration [0, m) is divided into [0, A]
and [A, m) where A is chosen just large enough to permit an asymptotic evaluation along
[A, m), while the contour along [0, A] is deformed into a parabola in the complex plane
to circumvent the singularities of the integrand on the real interval. The price paid is the
computation of complex Bessel functions, but the gain in simplicity makes the method
more than worthwhile, especially at higher frequencies.
A particularly interesting aspect of the field is the energy balance. Therefore the power,
a quantity defined as the time averaged energy flux (=intensity) integrated over a given
surface, has been considered. If one chooses the surfaces properly, one can calculate
various powers explicitly. Since when energy is conserved the power ilow across a closed
surface equals zero, one then has available, on the one hand, a convenient check on the
numerical calculations, and, on the other hand, a detailed quantification of the acoustic
energy loss, known to occur due to the vortex shedding. Explicit formulae have bepn
obtained for the power of the field on a cross section in the pipe, of the acoustic far field,
of the hydrodynamic far field, and the power difference across two cylindrical surfaces
enclosing the vortex sheet. This fully describes the energy balance, since the acoustic far
field power, the hydrodynamic far field power and the power absorbed by the wake add
up to the power of the field in the pipe. Furthermore, this non-zero power absorption
illustrates that vorticity may act as a source, which indeed precludes any definition of
acoustic energy (in terms of only the acoustic variables) in a rotational flow region. This
unfortunate consequence of the linearization has an important implication for the
necessary boundary conditions of the present problem: near the vortex sheet the radiation
condition, separating incoming and outgoing waves at infinity, can no longer be defined,
at least not via the energy flux vector; instead, arguments of causality can be introduced,
but they may not necessarily be equivalent to energy considerations. See also the discussion
in reference [20].
The well-known high acoustic power loss of sound transmitted through a jet for low
Helmholtz numbers [17, 181 raised the questions (i) whether or not the same is true in
uniform (out-)flow, (ii) whether it is primarily related to the pipe diameter rather than
to the effective surface of the cross section, and (iii) whether or not it is a property of
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any mode at its cut-off frequency. In an attempt to answer these questions some examples
were computed numerically. It was found that (i) for a low Helmholtz number plane
wave the attenuation in uniform flow is of the same order of magnitude (in fact even
higher), increasing with the Mach number, and also increasing with the hub diameter so
that (ii) a cross-sectional surface is indeed the relevant parameter. Down to the cut-off
frequencies of other modes the attenuation tends to a maximum, but a finite maximum,
so that (iii) the effect (in uniform flow) is not specifically inherent to cut-off. In addition
to these low frequency calculations, a typical high frequency ( k = 50) example was studied.
Here the effect of vortex shedding is not so much found in the acoustic power loss but
rather in the far field radiation pattern, where, in general, it results in a decrease in all
directions except near the main lobe. Variation of Mac11 number or hub radius affects
mainly the number of cut-on modes, and thereby the number of lobes in the far field.
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APPENDIX: THE ASYMPTOTIC APPROXIMATION OF
If 7 is along the contour, 1< A
real. Then

7 <m,

then arg v(7) = -$r,

d~ FOR A LARGE
so if k v ( ~ ) / P= -iy, y is

with I, and K, modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively [8].
From Abramowitz and Stegun [21, p. 3781, it follows that

so that
[log L(-iy)],,

= -log y

12+
4
+,
a1,

Y Y
with l2 =9(4m2- 3) and 1, = -h (16m4- 104m2+ 27). Hence, after some algebra, one
obtains, for sufficiently large kv(A)/p with A > 1, and h fixed,
[log

(log ( k / p ) +

r2- r4+flog (A2- t2)) log-AA -+t t

with = l,/(k/P)"(l- t2)"I2(n = 2,4) and where for the logarithms principal branches
are to be taken. If t is real and A < 2t + l the series does not converge, since then
I(t l ) / ( t - A ) ( > 1. In this case the series should be slightly rewritten, in such a way that
-C:=P=, (l/n2)[(t+ l)/(t-A)]" becomes

+

If t = l one has to use the limiting value of the above expression for the integral, which
becomes

1 l2
3
l4
A+l
l { ( l o g (kip) +- ------ ++
log ( ~ 2 l- ) log 27 ~ i
A-l
2 ( k l ~ )8 ~( k l ~ ) ~

with the appropriately adapted form of the series if A < 3.
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